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Abstract—This paper describes a novel method of path following for wheeled mobile robots. A number of virtual manipulators mounted on the robot are used to make the robot poses which satisfy both of path following and collision avoidance. This method can calculate robot poses by using a single jacobi matrix despite of coping with several manipulators. We also present about the method of motion stabilization by using a singularity-avoiding criteria. Effectiveness of the proposed method is proven by means of simulation in both cases of omnidirectional wheelbase and 2 wheeled mobile platform.

I. INTRODUCTION

In real environments as jumbled rooms or public crowded space, mobile robots should not collide with obstacles to arrive at its target position. In order to cope with such issues, many planning methods have been proposed. In the case of simple environment, A* algorithm is one of basic ways to search path from start to goal. In dynamic environment, the algorithm can be extended as D*[18] and D*-Lite[11]. More complex case, randomized exploring method have often been utilized. For instance, there are RRT[12] and its extension[2][6]. Probabilistic roadmap(PRM)[8] is also general approach[13].

Some methods mentioned above provide a feasible path even in dynamic or crowded environment from the viewpoint of global path planning. On the other hand, one of the issues is to ensure motion smoothness because these methods are often based on grid space or randomly scattered nodes. Especially, it is difficult for two wheeled mobile platform to follow a planned path if its motion constraint does not considered. In such case, local motion modifier can generate a path which satisfies both path following and collision avoidance.

Reactive planning methods have potential for adjusting the issue. Typical past researches about such planning is Dynamic Window Approach[9] and Potential Field[7][9][10]. These approaches permit the robot to avoid dynamic or unforeseen obstacles adaptively. Our method based on virtual manipulators is classified as reactive planning. The manipulators enable the robot to change its direction of movement within the scope of maintaining of given path. That is, if the robot finds some static or dynamic obstacles locally, it will plan the avoiding path on the spot by imposing reactive force from the obstacles.

Because whole states of the manipulators can be represented by a single jacobi matrix, our method only needs an iterative calculation for the renewal of the robot pose. One of the advantages of our approach is that the shape of the mobile platform is explicitly considered in the pose calculation, unlike traditional potential based approach.

This paper is organized as follows: Section II addresses issues and an approach. Section III and IV introduces our control method by using virtual manipulators. Section V indicates an algorithm to satisfy both path following and collision avoidance. Section VI shows some simulation results to show the effectiveness of our method. Section VII presents our conclusion.

II. APPROACH

Mobile manipulators which mount mechanical arms on a mobile platform have been utilized as research platform. One of the research field is to detect mobile platform positions in which highly manipulability can be ensured [14][17]. In other researches, path following methods have also been proposed [5]. Bayle et al.[1] extended a definition of manipulability to the case of a nonholonomic mobile platform. They formulated a jacobi matrix for a mobile manipulator, and achieved path following based on a reactive force applied on an end-effector.

In our method, several manipulators virtually mounted on the robot are used to follow a given path. One manipulator has the role of leading along given path. We call this manipulator “Leader” in the rest of this paper. On the other hand, other manipulators have the role of collision avoidance. We call these manipulators “Assistants”. Because whole of motion parameters derived from manipulators and mobile platform is defined by a single jacobi matrix, the pose of the robot can be calculated by a simple equation.

III. TRAJECTORY CONTROL BY USING VIRTUAL MANIPULATORS

We cope with planar mobile robots moving over flat floor in the rest.

A. Jacobi matrix in the case of omnidirectional platform

When a manipulator which has $n$ joints is assumed, its state vector is written as $q = (q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_n)$. The relation between the $q$ and the pose of end-effector $x_b = (x_h, y_h, \theta_h)$ can be represented by using following jacobi matrix:

$$ J(q) = \begin{bmatrix} \frac{\partial f_{bh}(q)}{\partial q_1} & \frac{\partial f_{bh}(q)}{\partial q_2} & \ldots & \frac{\partial f_{bh}(q)}{\partial q_n} \\ \frac{\partial f_{bh}(q)}{\partial q_1} & \frac{\partial f_{bh}(q)}{\partial q_2} & \ldots & \frac{\partial f_{bh}(q)}{\partial q_n} \\ \frac{\partial f_{bh}(q)}{\partial q_1} & \frac{\partial f_{bh}(q)}{\partial q_2} & \ldots & \frac{\partial f_{bh}(q)}{\partial q_n} \end{bmatrix}, \quad (1) $$
where we set \( x_h = f_{xh}(q) \), \( y_h = f_{yh}(q) \), \( \theta_h = f_{\theta h}(q) \).

Now we assume an omnidirectional mobile platform which has 3-DOF motion elements \( x_h = (x_h, y_h, \theta_h) \). If a manipulator is mounted on the mobile platform, a jacobii matrix can be written as follows:

\[
J_{\text{omni}} = \begin{bmatrix}
1 & 0 & b_1 \\
0 & 1 & b_2 \\
0 & 0 & 1
\end{bmatrix} J_m,
\]

where \( J_m \) indicates a jacobii matrix with related to the manipulator. Variables \( b_1 \) and \( b_2 \) indicates the first derivation of root position of the manipulator.

B. Jacobii matrix in the case of 2 wheeled mobile platform

The jacobii matrix which includes nonholonomic constraint of the 2 wheeled platform can be calculated by multiplying the \( J_{\text{omni}} \) and following matrix \( S(\theta_h)[1] \):

\[
S(\theta_h) = \begin{bmatrix}
\cos(\theta_h) & 0 & 0 & \cdots \\
\sin(\theta_h) & 0 & 0 & \cdots \\
0 & 1 & 0 & \cdots \\
0 & 0 & I_n & \cdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( I \) indicates unit matrix. \( n \) means number of joints of a manipulator. New jacobii matrix \( J_{\text{pws}} \) is calculated by the multiplication of \( J_{\text{omni}} S(\theta_h) \).

By using these matrices, the velocity \( v \) and the angular velocity \( \omega \) of the mobile platform can be calculated from \( \dot{x}_h = (\dot{x}_h, \dot{y}_h, \dot{\theta}_h) \). As a result, the calculation of the robot motion which adjusts to the input of the end-effector \( (\dot{x}_h, \dot{y}_h, \dot{\theta}_h) \) is summarized as following equation:

\[
\begin{bmatrix}
v \\
\omega \\
\dot{\theta}_1 \\
\dot{\theta}_2 \\
\dot{\theta}_n
\end{bmatrix} = J_{\text{pws}}^+ \begin{bmatrix}
\dot{x}_h \\
\dot{y}_h \\
\dot{\theta}_h
\end{bmatrix}
\]

where \( J_{\text{pws}}^+ \) indicates the pseudo inverse matrix of \( J_{\text{pws}} \). All of joint angles of the manipulator and the pose of the mobile platform can be calculated by using above equation with considering nonholonomic constraint.

Fig.1 shows an example of path following simulation. Sine curve was given to the end-effector of manipulator, and 2 wheeled mobile platform was assumed. The manipulator had 2 rotational joints. Green points indicate the input curve, and blue rectangles show pose streams of the mobile platform (Red points represent the center position of it). The platform was moved with shifting forward and back motion properly under the condition of nonholonomic constraint.

C. Basic idea of path following by using virtual manipulators

We assume a planar mobile manipulator mounted a single arm. Moreover, several optional manipulators are also permitted to be settled on the mobile platform. Now we call the default manipulator “Leader manipulator”, and call other manipulators “Assistant manipulators”.

Fig.2 show the basic concept of our method. The leader manipulator has a role to keep up with a given path. On the other hand, assistant manipulators have a role to touch to arbitrary points onto environments. The aim of this approach is to generate the robot motion which satisfies not only following the leader manipulator but also generating the reactive force from assistant manipulators for collision avoidance.

In the rest of this paper, we utilize \( \dot{s}_h \) which do not have 3 elements but only 2 elements \( (\dot{x}_h, \dot{y}_h) \) as the input of an end-effector.

D. Jacobii matrix calculation considering multi-manipulators

A jacobii matrix regarding a mobile manipulator which mounts one manipulator can be divided to two matrices, that is, \( J_b \) and \( J_m \). \( J_b \) is calculated from the pose of the mobile platform, and \( J_m \) is calculated from the joints of the manipulator. When \( p \) number of manipulators are mounted on the mobile platform, and each manipulator has \( n \) joints, \( (2p) \times (np + q) \) matrix is generated as follows:

\[
J = \begin{bmatrix}
J_b & J_m & 0 & \cdots \\
J_{b2} & 0 & J_{m2} & \cdots \\
\vdots & \vdots & \vdots & \ddots \\
J_{bp} & 0 & \cdots & J_{mp}
\end{bmatrix},
\]

where \( q \) becomes 3 in the case of omnidirectional platform or becomes 2 in the case of 2 wheeled mobile platform. By using this jacobii matrix, a velocity vector of the mobile platform and the manipulators can be calculated.
from the first derivation of their end-effector poses \( \dot{x} = (\dot{x}_h, \dot{x}_{h2}, \dot{x}_{h3}, \ldots, \dot{x}_{hp}) \).

Basically, the \( \dot{x}_h \) which is the end-effector velocity of leader manipulator has a component to follow a given path, and other inputs \((\dot{x}_{h2}, \dot{x}_{h3}, \ldots, \dot{x}_{hp})\) are set to 0 because assistant manipulators are touched to environments.

One of the characteristics of our approach is that the difference of robot’s DOF between 2 wheeled mobile platform and omnidirectional platform affects only one column of the jacobi matrix. In case of approaches which use configuration space (for instance, dynamic window approach), such difference affects its searching time exponentially.

IV. STABLE POSE CALCULATION

A. Issues on stable pose calculation

Our method uses a jacobi matrix which includes the information of multiple manipulators at once. Although it permits to achieve both path following and collision avoidance, there are some issues as follows:

1) Increase of singular configurations: Because several manipulators are coped with at once, whole pose of the platform becomes unstable when even one manipulator goes into singular configuration.

2) Occurrence of significant movement of mobile base when manipulators are added or deleted: The basic policy of collision avoidance is to make repulsive force by means of assistant manipulators when obstacles close to the platform. In the instant of addition or elimination of the manipulators, the size of jacobi matrix is changed. Significant pose changes may occur in some situation.

Our countermeasures are described in next subsection.

B. Pose calculation procedure

Following equation is used to calculate the whole pose of the mobile robot mounted virtual manipulators.

\[
\dot{q} = J^w_i \dot{x} + \lambda (1 - J^w_i J)y,
\]  

(6)

where \( \dot{q} \) is the vector including the velocity and angular velocity both of a mobile platform and manipulator’s joints. \( J^w \) indicates SR-inverse[15] of original jacobi matrix \( J \). \( J^w_i \) indicates the result of multiplication \( J^w \) and weight matrix \( W \). \( y \) is a difference vector of joint angles of the manipulators. In the case of \( i \)th joints, the element is calculated as follows:

\[
y_i = (\Theta^{ref}_i - \theta_i),
\]  

(7)

This equation widely affects to \( \dot{q} \) when present joint angles of the manipulators get away from predefined angles.

Above equation gives the pose calculation to following effects:

- by using SR-inverse, it can prevent a whole body from significantly pose changing when some manipulators go into singular configuration,
- by using a weight matrix \( W \) which can adjust the amount of manipulator’s reaction, it can prevent the pose of mobile platform from being moved excessively,
- by using null space to maintain the distance between the mobile platform and environments, it can prevent singular configuration of manipulators.

![Fig. 3. Manipulator setting](image)

C. Automatic threshold detection for SR-inverse

SR-inverse is calculated from an original jacobi matrix by using following equation:

\[
J^w = J^w (kI + JJ^w)^{-1}.
\]  

(8)

One of the way to calculate the \( k \) is

\[
k = \begin{cases} (1 - \frac{w}{w_0}) \ast (1 - \frac{w}{w_0}) & w < w_0 \\
0 & \text{otherwise}, \end{cases}
\]  

(9)

where \( w = \sqrt{\det(J J^w)} \) is the measure of manipulability[19] and \( w_0 \) is a positive constant. This equation indicates that common pseudo jacobi matrix will be used when the value of manipulability exceeds the predefined threshold.

However, this pose calculation becomes unstable under the condition that manipulators are often added or deleted. To proof it, a simulation was performed. A mobile platform was assumed and manipulators which have 2 rotational joints were mounted on the base as shown in Fig.3. Joint angles of each assistant manipulator are set to \( (\theta_1, \theta_2) = (\pi/4, \pi/2) \) (in the case of manipulators settled on right side, joint angles are set to \( (-\pi/4, -\pi/2) \)). Left graph in Fig.4 shows the relationship between number of manipulators and its manipulability. The value falls steeply in this graph. This fact tells that tracking performance will be degraded when number of manipulators increases because \( k \) in eq.(8) always has a value other than zero.

We take an approach to determin the \( w_0 \) along number of manipulators. When manipulators which have \( n \) joints are added or deleted, the jacobi matrix shown at eq.(5) takes the form of singly-bordered band diagonal matrix which
duplicates $J_m p$ (each $J_m$ consists of 2 rows and n columns in its diagonal section). Right graph of Fig.4 shows the calculation result of the manipulability by using logarithm natural. The values decrease linearly. From this fact, the eigenvalue of $J J^T$ goes along the role as shown below:

$$
\log_e w = \log_e (\sigma_1 \sigma_2 \ldots \sigma_i) \approx a i + b,
$$

(10)

where $\sigma_i$ indicates $i$th singular value of the matrix. $e$ is base of natural logarithm. $a(<0)$ and $b$ are constants. From this equation, we can get

$$
w \approx e^{a i + b} = e^{a(i-1)+b} e^a.
$$

(11)

Because the value of $e^a$ can be estimated from the right graph of Fig.4, it is only necessary to calculate $w$ based on $p$th power of $e^a$.

V. APPLICATION TO NAVIGATION

A. An algorithm

In an environment having several obstacles, the velocity $(\dot{x}_b(t), \dot{y}_b(t))$ is input to the end-effector of a leader manipulator at time $t$. External sensors were assumed to be mounted on the robot, they enables the robot to measure the distance up to the obstacles. Under the above conditions, an algorithm for managing both path following and collision avoidance is proposed as follows:

1) only a leader manipulator initially exists $(i = 0)$,
2) get the velocity $(\dot{x}_b(t), \dot{y}_b(t))$ as input to the end-effector of the leader manipulator,
3) measure the shape of the environment by using external sensors, and change the configuration of assistant manipulators obeying the following conditions:
   - calculate the distance between the environment and roots of assistant manipulators. The roots on the robot are fixed in advance. If the distance between the environment and one of the roots becomes lower than a predefined threshold, add a new assistant manipulator from the root.
   - Joint angles of the added manipulator are calculated to touch the environment where is the nearest spot to the root.
   - if the distance between the end-effector of a certain manipulator and the nearest environment become over the threshold, the manipulator is deleted.
4) Calculate eq.(6) to renew the whole pose of the robot. If difference between reference position and current position of the end-effector of the leader manipulator becomes lower than a predefined threshold, return 2) with renewing time to $t+1$.

There are several ideas how to generate the input to the leader manipulator. For instance, global path planning is performed in advance, and the input can be calculated as velocity vector to follow the path. On the other hand, one of the methods in dynamic environment is that a path is decided by finding open space. Anyway, because the direction of the platform movement tends to be decided obeying its motion constraint, feasible motion can be generated on the spot.

VI. VERIFICATIONS THROUGH SIMULATION

A. Settings

A planar mobile robot which mounts several 2-DOF virtual manipulators was assumed. The shape of the robot was defined with 400mm long and 350mm wide rectangle. The link length of a leader manipulator was set 250mm. On the other hand, the link length of assistant manipulators were set 200mm. Up to 6 assistant manipulators were permitted to exist. The reason why the link length of the leader manipulator is longer than that of assistant manipulator is to keep the condition that the robot separates from the given path when avoiding obstacles.

The root positions of the manipulators were set as following coordinates. Leader manipulator: $(x, y) = (200, 0)$, assistant manipulator: $(150, 120)$, $(150, -120)$, $(0, 120)$, $(0, -120)$, $(-120, 120)$, $(-120, -120)$ in each. These coordinates indicated relative position from the center of the robot. The initial joint angles of the leader manipulator were set as $(\theta_1, \theta_2) = (\pi/4, -\pi/2)$, the robot tried to keep these angles by means of $y$ at eq.(7).

B. Setting for feasible path following

We concluded how to adjust the variables as follows:

1) The configuration of virtual manipulators: In generally, if the length of a manipulator becomes shorter, the motion of the robot will be influenced from the manipulator. In the meantime, the influence of the leader manipulator becomes smaller with increasing assistant manipulators.

Some simulations with considering these things told us the following results: (i) the length of the manipulator should be set as 2 or 3 times longer than the distance between the center of the robot and the root of the manipulator, (ii) assistant manipulators should be settled near to the outer frame of the robot for effective collision avoidance, (iii) 4 to 8 assistant manipulators are preferable because of the trade-off between avoidance ability and calculation cost.

2) The element of the matrix $W$: weight coefficients should be changed whether a robot has motion constraints or not. Moreover, a leader manipulator should have a priority to pull the robot no matter what multiple assistant manipulators exist.

We tried both case of omnidirectional platform and 2 wheeled mobile platform, the proper weights were as follows: 0.1 to a mobile platform, 1 to a leader manipulator and 0.6 to assistant manipulators in case of omnidirectional platform. On the other hand, 1 to a mobile platform, 0.6 to a leader manipulator and 0.4 to assistant manipulators in case of 2 wheeled mobile platform.

3) Coefficient $k$ of SR-inverse: We already presented how to decide $k$ in section IV.C. The $w$ was set by using eq.(11) and $w_0 = 0.08$ in our simulation.

4) Coefficient $\lambda$ for considering redundant DOFs: If $\lambda$ in eq.(6) has big value, the effect of the optimization becomes quite large. In the viewpoint of path following, It is not good that the pose at time $t$ is significantly changed comparing with that of time $t-1$. This value was experimentally decided as 0.01.
5) **The distance threshold up to environment when assistant manipulators are added or deleted:** This variable should be set for preventing large pose change just when assistant manipulators are added or deleted. Through simulation, it is suitable to set the distance under the role of 0.6 times of manipulator length, because such manipulator pose ensures high manipulability.

**C. Navigation in narrow space**

Simulations to advance in narrow passage were tried about omnidirectional and 2 wheeled robot. A leader manipulator was guided by straight line from \((x,y) = (200,0)\) to \((x,y) = (4000,0)\). In both case, because of virtual manipulators, the robot could avoid walls existing near its passage. As omnidirectional platform can move any direction, the motion can be planned with swinging its back shown as blue rectangles in figure 5. In the meantime, our method also enabled to archive the path following and collision avoidance in case of nonholonomic platform shown as blue rectangles in figure 6.

Red rectangles shown in figure 5 and figure 6 indicate the pose calculation results without the method described in IV.C. When number of manipulators increased, the pose calculation became unstable. As a result, planned robot poses occurred jumps at point A and B.

Fig. 7 shows transition of number of manipulators in case of blue rectangles in figure 6, and Fig. 8 shows several examples when assistant manipulators were utilized to avoid collisions. In this simulation, 350 times pose calculation while following start to goal took 0.23 seconds at 2.4 GHz CPU.

Fig. 9 shows an example of path following by elongated robot. In this case, number of virtual manipulators were increased to 8 and their root positions were redefined, but other parameters were set as same as that of above simulations. The example shows that our method permits non-circular robots by changing the configuration of virtual manipulators. This is a functional dissimilarity comparing with traditional potential based approach.

**D. Navigation with combining global path planning**

Blue rectangles in figure 10 and figure 11 show the planning results of an imitation environment. In this simulation, the purpose is to create a robot motion which can follow the end-effector path from \((x,y) = (0,0)\) to \((x,y) = (1600, -500)\). Laplacian potential method[4] was used to detect the end-effector path. In spite of the lack of path smoothing, the robot motion was planned with keeping its motion continuity and also achieving collision avoidance. In this case, our pose calculation also worked effectively. Without the method described in IV.C., planned robot poses occurred jumps at point C and D. In the meantime, Fig. 12 and Fig. 13 shows the comparison with or without assistant manipulators. Red rectangles show the planning results without assitant manipulators. These results shows that our method is useful to cope with path following and collision avoidance at once.
VII. CONCLUSION

We described a path following method for mobile robots. Multiple manipulators are virtually mounted on the robot, both path following and collision avoidance are achieved. We proposed the policy for stable pose calculation and proofed the effectiveness of our method by means of simulation.

Future works, we will implement this method to real robots. Combining global path planning, we will try to move the robot in daily environment. In this paper, although we only showed planar robots which mount 2 joints manipulators, other types of robot should be covered.
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